LaGuardia: The Worst Busy Airport in the World?
It moves 27 million people a year with two runways
Scott McCartney, The Wall Street Journal | March 30, 2016

The floors, cracked and yellowed, are often the best and only seating. The lights are dim, the low
ceiling is stained, the lines at the tiny bathrooms are routinely long. Even the owner describes the
Central Terminal Building and the passenger experience there as “dreadful.”
New York’s LaGuardia Airport may not be the worst airport in the world, but it is certainly the
worst busy airport. It has been patched and parts have been renovated, but the Central Terminal
Building is much the same layout and dimensions as when it opened in 1964. Its two relatively
short and intersecting runways and parking-garage-tight taxiways propagate airline delays across
the country.
“Even though they sweep it up, it doesn’t look clean. It’s old and dismal,” says Asa Beck, chief
financial officer of an agricultural supply company who was recently waiting for a Southwest
flight home to Denver. “The Denver airport is like a Hyatt and this is a one-star Holiday Inn.”
LaGuardia Airport is one of the country's busiest airports, and also one of the most famously
rundown. But come June, the airport is getting its first major facelift since it opened in 1964.
WSJ's Scott McCartney joins Lee Hawkins to discuss. Photo: Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey
Last week, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey approved a $4 billion public-private
partnership plan to tear down the whole semicircle Central Terminal, which handles about half
the airport’s passengers, and mate a new one with Delta’s existing two terminals, which will also
be rebuilt. The plan is to move roads, tear down parking garages and rebuild them out of the
way. It will also relocate airlines in phases. Construction is scheduled to start in June. Five years
from now, LaGuardia will be one large hockey-stick shaped modern terminal.
It is a giant, historic effort to rebuild one of the nation’s most important airports. The terminal
will move 600 feet closer to the nearby highway, Grand Central Parkway, allowing for expanded
space. Gates will sit on islands connected to the main terminal by walkways elevated over new
taxiways, giving planes more room to maneuver and likely reducing delays. A people mover will
shuttle passengers through the terminal and on to rail connections. High-speed ferry service is
planned from Manhattan.
By some measures, LaGuardia today is shockingly efficient—it moves 27 million people a year
with just 680 acres of real estate, notes New York University urban planning professor Mitchell
Moss. It is just 8 miles from Manhattan and close to key suburbs in New York and Connecticut.
No other city has an airport as busy and as close as LaGuardia, says Mr. Moss.
“It is a vital part of the national economy because of the way it gives access to Manhattan and
adjacent suburbs,” Mr. Moss says.
By other measures, LaGuardia is inefficient. With no good mass transit service to the airport,
taxis and cars fight traffic gridlock and passengers have to plan for delays on the roads, at
cramped security checkpoints, and then with flights.
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Renderings of plans for a renovated LaGuardia Airport. In five years it is expected to look like a hockey-stick shaped terminal.
Photo: Port Authority of New York and New Jersey

LaGuardia was worst in the country in flight delays in 2015, and even though airlines build delay
time into schedules, it was the only U.S. airport that couldn’t get at least three quarters of its
flights to the gate within 15 minutes of their scheduled arrival time, according to the U.S.
Department of Transportation. It lacks food concessions, airport clubs, bathrooms, seats and
power outlets for passengers. At United’s gates, the only hot food you can get is a pretzel. At
times, airlines have had buckets on the floor collecting water from the ceiling.

Renderings of plans for a renovated LaGuardia Airport. Photo: Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
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Port Authority executive director Patrick Foye describes the current condition of the Central
Terminal Building as “dreadful” for passengers. The agency that owns and operates all three
major New York area airports just didn’t address problems—until now, he says.
“There was plan upon plan upon plan for literally decades,” Mr. Foye says.
Two years ago Vice President Joe Biden famously called La Guardia a “Third World airport.”
That harsh assessment gave a political push to New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s efforts to
rebuild the airport. The governor assembled a task force that drafted recommendations and
proposed an unusual public-private partnership that will handle design, construction and
financing and operation of the new terminal.
Depending on definitions of Third World, Mr. Biden’s assessment seems unfair to airports in
developing countries, many of which have modernized. The closest airport to LaGuardia’s size
in Latin America, for example, is El Dorado Airport in Bogotá, Columbia, which handles slightly
more passengers a year than LaGuardia and, like LaGuardia, has only two runways.
Bogota’s 1950s facilities have already been rebuilt, with new concourses opening in 2012 and in
2013 using private financing from foreign investors.
Even though LaGuardia’s rebuilding will double their costs, airlines have been clamoring for it.
So has a group of New York business and civic leaders called Global Gateway Alliance. Joe Sitt,
founder and chairman and a real-estate developer, says the Port Authority’s approval last week
was a huge step, but he’s still skeptical it can pull off the task.

Travelers use newly installed iPads to surf the web in the Delta Air Lines Terminal D at LaGuardia Airport.
Photo: Victor J. Blue/Bloomberg
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Mr. Foye said turning over the project to a private consortium will shift the risk of delays and
cost overruns to private companies. “It’s a very complicated construction project,” he says.
Airlines say they have done all the painting and patching they can. Security checkpoints are
crammed into each narrow concourse and don’t have enough room to handle the passenger load,
so long lines are common. Space management is creative: the TSA checkpoint at Concourse A
has two lines from opposite directions against a wall, like pages of a book opening, to minimize
blockage of the hallway.
Concession stands sit in main walkways. Concourses have no escalators down to baggage claim
for arriving passengers—they either find an elevator or tote their carry-on bags down stairs.
In Concourse B, home to Southwest, Spirit and JetBlue, there are deep cracks in the floor, the
slats in the ceiling are catawampus in many places. Some fluorescent lights are dim, some flicker
and others are burned out. Southwest has gate desks in the walkway because there is not room at
the two gates on the end of the concourse. Stools and seats ring the room, but they total only 60.
At times there may be close to 300 people waiting for flights, with dozens on the floor.
When a flight arrives, lines form at the women’s restroom. One of the two restrooms in the
concourse is a one-seater; Southwest has employees standing by to redirect people to the other
restroom.
The efforts of airlines are apparent: American’s nine gates at Concourse D are the best of the
bunch in the Central Terminal. The airline has put in a newer floor and ceiling, laid carpet in gate
area and installed brighter fluorescent lighting. The concourse has more seating and concessions
than others, but still its small footprint and large crowds make it feel like an ant farm.
Delta says it has spent $200 million since 2012 on its facilities in Terminals C and D, which top
anything in the Central Terminal, and some projects are still ongoing. The airline says it is firmly
committed to redeveloping its space and incorporating it into the one main terminal, and is
working on plans for cost, schedule and financing, a spokeswoman says.
Before it gets better, LaGuardia is likely to get even worse with construction disruption. Steve
Sigmund, executive director of the Global Gateway Alliance, notes that the building is in such
poor condition that added strain of pushing more people through even smaller spaces while other
areas are closed off will make the LaGuardia rebuilding far more painful for travelers than other
airport projects.
“They are going to have to work very hard to mitigate that disruption,” Mr. Sigmund says. “Until
the bulldozer meets the wall you really don’t know how it’s going to play out.”
Write to Scott McCartney at middleseat@wsj.com
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LaGuardia Airport’s State of Disrepair
The rundown New York airport is set to undergo a massive overhaul, which aims to create a
large hockey-stick shaped modern terminal in about five years.

An empty luggage cart outside of Terminal B. Leah Latella/The Wall Street Journal
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A welcome sign is partially lit above the ground transportation exit at LaGuardia's Terminal B. Leah Latella/The
Wall Street Journal

Airport staff members at an empty Southwest Airlines departure gate. Heart stickers and pieces of tape stick to the wall
above the signage. Leah Latella/The Wall Street Journal
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Spirit Arline passengers line up to board an outbound flight in Terminal B. Leah Latella/The Wall Street Journal

Passengers stand in a narrow entrance to the women's bathroom near one of the gates in Terminal B.
Leah Latella/The Wall Street Journal
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LaGuardia travelers walk over cracks in the Terminal B flooring. Leah Latella/The Wall Street Journal

Stains bleed through ceiling tiles above a waiting area in Terminal B. Leah Latella/The Wall Street Journal
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A food display at the entrance of Terminal B. Leah Latella/The Wall Street Journal

Passengers wait for outbound flights while others walk through to the baggage claim area in the Terminal B
hallway. Leah Latella/The Wall Street Journal
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A clock partially displays the time near baggage claim at Terminal B. Leah Latella/The Wall Street Journal

An arriving passenger reads a battered ground transportation sign at Terminal B.
Leah Latella/The Wall Street Journal
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31 comments as of 3/30/2016 at 4:00pm PDT:

Douglas Levene 5ptssubscriberFeatured
19 minutes ago
There are probably some third world airports that are worse, but that's just a guess. LaGuardia
has all the charm and comforts of a 1970s bus station. There are many causes for this but it
appears that Gov. Christie is single-handedly preventing the Port Authority from rebuilding
LaGuardia in order to extract money for some New Jersey projects.
Flag ButtonShare

aline griffin 5ptssubscriberFeatured
19 minutes ago
The biggest problem is the noise which impacts the lives of millions daily. Like the old HKG
airport, its better to shut it down to all but the turbo props, build a smarter link from the city to
JFK, or let business travelers spend the night in NYC. It would be a boost to the local economy.

http://queensquietskies.org/

Flag ButtonShare

Dard Hunter 5ptssubscriberFeatured
23 minutes ago
The United terminal at LGA is hands down the worst United terminal in the US. Nothing comes
close. It is a sewer, and I say that with apologies to sewers. By comparison, the Delta terminal
is a veritable lap of luxury. The place cannot be replaced soon enough.
Flag ButtonShare
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Dick Fuld 5ptssubscriberFeatured
52 minutes ago
The airport is actually very appropriate given that most people who move to New York these
days are from 3rd world countries. It's a little something to help them adjust to life here in
America
Flag ButtonShare
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Tom Gooch 5ptssubscriberFeatured
1 hour ago
Atlanta's Hartsfield has been built, expanded, upgraded, dilapidated and rebuilt since LaGuardia
first started looking shabby. Glad I stopped having to fly through LaGuardia twenty years ago.
Flag ButtonShare

John Kovalsky 5ptssubscriberFeatured
1 hour ago
There is no comparison- LGA is the worst airport in the US. Terminal D men's room hasn't been
clean since 1995.
Flag ButtonShare
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A Diaz 5ptssubscriberFeatured
1 hour ago
LaGuardia is a third world airport in the world's greatest city. It is old, dingy and uninviting. It
reminds me of the charter terminal at Jose Marti International Airport in Havana. Their
International Terminal is actually much nicer than LaGuardia. If you are flying American which
I often do don't count on any interesting food offerings because all they have is food court junk
food. This airport is an embarrassment to New York and our country and should be rebuilt in its
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entirety. The only good thing I can say is that the security lines are short! I guess that counts for
something
Flag ButtonShare

Michael Gregorio 5ptssubscriberFeatured
59 minutes ago
@A Diaz I guess what makes it the "world's greatest city" is that it has three really, really bad
airports. Others have only one or two. And moving a new terminal 200 yards closer to the
highway (I had no idea there was that much space between them now!!) does nothing to improve
a) location of the airport, b) traffic on the ground, c) lack of runways, d) no direct mass
transit. And, oh yeah, the estimated cost and date of completion are pure fantasy. And it will
still be owned and managed by the Port Authority.
Flag ButtonShare

A Diaz 5ptssubscriberFeatured
25 minutes ago
No, New York is great because it has ten million very diverse people living mostly in harmony
and it has the best of everything in the world. Be it museums, plays, musicals, jazz venues,
restaurants, too many to mention. ,y only regret in this s blessed life I have lived is that I never
got to live in NYC. FortunTely I get to visit it numerous times a year
Flag ButtonShare

Steve Paul 5ptssubscriberFeatured
1 hour ago
Port Authority of NY & NJ is Obamacare 10-20 years out:
* A public employees jobs program first
* No urgency to act or innovate or re-invest
* High fees
* Projects that should take a year or less take 5-10 years
* Senior jobs go to political hacks.
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And if you don't like it, we don't care
Can the Trumpster fix any of this?
Flag ButtonShare
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Van Rhodes 5ptssubscriberFeatured
1 hour ago
@Steve Paul No.
Flag ButtonShare

John Rogitz 5ptssubscriberFeatured
2 hours ago
And here I thought JFK was an embarrassment of inept management.
Flag ButtonShare

Jaco Jordaan 5ptssubscriberFeatured
2 hours ago
Putting lipstick on a pig and avoiding the real problem which is that LGA only has 2 runways
and they intersect, which means a plane taking off isn't cleared until the landing plane has safely
stopped and exited. Want to fix it and think bigger long-term?How about moving Rikers, filling
in the gaps (if the Chinese can build islands in the South China Sea, surely we can create a little
land between Rikers and LGA) and adding a couple of non-intersecting runways. How modern
the terminal is doesn't really matter when the captain comes on: "Thank you for flying with us
today, we are number 23 for takeoff."
Flag ButtonShare
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Alan Freemond 5ptssubscriberFeatured
2 hours ago
@Jaco Jordaan Perhaps they ought to hire the Chinese.
Think of this De Blasio has anything whatsoever to do with it.
Flag ButtonShare

Erik Christianson 5ptssubscriberFeatured
2 hours ago
Typo in the second to last paragraph: "that" should be "than".
Flag ButtonShare

Peter W. Fierro 5ptssubscriberFeatured
2 hours ago
Stop complaining and fly Newark. Simple.
Flag ButtonShare

William Cazalet 5ptssubscriberFeatured
2 hours ago
@Peter W. Fierro Newark Terminal A? The most miserable airport experience I have had in
recent years, both arriving and departing. I haven't flown through La Guardia in a while (and
don't plan to) but I reckon Newark isn't that far behind. Convenience to Manhattan is its sole
selling point. Maybe the United Terminal is better - the AA one makes some of the terminals in
developing market airports look pristine and well-organized.
Flag ButtonShare
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Michael Eckstut 5ptssubscriberFeatured
2 hours ago
@William Cazalet @Peter W. Fierro You are spot on with Terminal A at Newark -- same class
as LaGuardia, 3rd World at best. Terminal C is better but Newark as an airport is no picnic.
Flag ButtonShare

Steve Paul 5ptssubscriberFeatured
2 hours ago
@William Cazalet @Peter W. Fierro William, Newark Terminal A gets my nomination for best
(worst) Third-world Country Airport Terminal in the USA
Flag ButtonShare

Michael Gregorio 5ptssubscriberFeatured
1 hour ago
@Peter W. Fierro I guess after you've been to LGA even Newark looks good. It's all relative.
Flag ButtonShare

Ian Norris 5ptssubscriberFeatured
2 hours ago
Having flown in and out of LGA dozens of times, I can attest to the veracity of this column.

But the reason that LGA is so horrific and so poorly maintained is the same reason cited in the
article as the 'benefits' of LGA --- that is, it's 15 minutes from Midtown (depending on
traffic). A traveler has no other choice BUT to fly into LGA. So why should the Port Authority
care about the condition of the airport?

When you are waiting in line at TSA or at LGA (on the runway waiting for a gate)...that is the
government saying to you - in no subtle manner - "Where else you gonna go???"
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As awful as LGA is, it's still easier to get in and out of than JFK, Newark, and even LI
MacArthur. So there's no real 'incentive' for the Port Authority to have to do ANYTHING.

"Where else you gonna go???"
Flag ButtonShare
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ALICIA RODRIGUEZ 5ptssubscriberFeatured
2 hours ago
Americans are such sissies. No outlets? No pretzels? No water? Give me a break. What else you
don't get - a cushy bed at the airport so you can take a nap sucking on a pacifier?
Flag ButtonShare

John Rogitz 5ptssubscriberFeatured
2 hours ago
You have a point. We also like toilets and showers and typically steer away from shanties.
Flag ButtonShare
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Barrett McShane 5ptssubscriberFeatured
3 hours ago
In an answer to the headline: YES!
Flag ButtonShare
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Hugh McSharry 5ptssubscriberFeatured
3 hours ago
5 years?? that's rich. There is a draw bridge on the Bruckner in Hunts Point that was a work
zone for 15+ years. A little draw bridge. Guys started and retired on that job.
Flag ButtonShare
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JEFFREY DUGAS 5ptssubscriberFeatured
3 hours ago
LaGuardia: An airport to avoid at all costs.

And maybe the immediate region.

Flag ButtonShare

Frank Webb 5ptssubscriberFeatured
3 hours ago
LGA reminds me of Penn Station.

Always a treat to travel to NYC.
Flag ButtonShare
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Steve Paul 5ptssubscriberFeatured
3 hours ago
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NYC airports are a disgrace and shameful condition...doubly so considering the high landing,
facility, and parking fees the airports pull in. Immigration areas are worse than some thirdworld
countries
Black mark on NY and as gateway to USA for tourists
Kill Davis-Bacon so we can get some value for our infrastructure spend.
Flag ButtonShare
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Robert Allen 5ptssubscriberFeatured
3 hours ago
This is what "bureaucratic and union" CORRUPTION looks like.

Democrats and the unions OWN New York.
Flag ButtonShare
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robert chandler 5ptssubscriberFeatured
3 hours ago
Let Trump bid--remember Wolman Rink!
Flag ButtonShare
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Michael Gregorio 5ptssubscriberFeatured
1 hour ago
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@robert chandler A hockey rink and an airport serving 27 million people a year are almost the
same thing. Great idea!
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